A more geometric approach can be used to prove finite generation of certain subrings, notably invariants under reductive group actions.
1. Introduction. To some extent, this note purveys old wine in new bottles. It looks at the problem of finite generation of subrings from a more geometric viewpoint than usual. For example, the standard proofs of finite generation of rings of invariants of reductive groups all argue via reduction to the "graded case" (cf. [6, 2] ). A simple argument (see application 1) allows one to bypass the graded case. For the rest, if one confines attention to "characterless" algebraic groups G-and this is always possible in practice-then one has, for example, the following:
Let A: be a field, let p: G -» GL(7s) be a rational representation of G, and let <f>: E -* Y = Spec(k[E]c) be the invariant map. Let E0 = £~fy(0) and let A = H°(0Eo)G. If [A:k)< oo, then k[E]G is finitely generated.
2. The argument. Let k be an excellent ring-which the reader who does not wish to delve into [4] may take to be Z or a field. Let X = Spec(yi) be an affine scheme of finite type over k and let ^>: X -* Y = Spec(7?) be a /c-morphism with Y normal. Then X X k A is of finite type over k and we may choose /,,..., /r e 7? so that the elements / ® 1 -1 ® /, 1 < q < r, generate the ideal of the closed subscheme X X y X of X Xk X. Let C be the integral closure of k[fx,...,fr] in B, and let Z = Spec C. Enlarging the chosen set of generators if necessary, we may assume that the morphism 17: Y -» Z is birational and injective. ij<p is of finite type and its image is a dense constructible subset of Z with nonempty interior %. If y € (¡>X and z = i}(y), and if t]*0z -» 0 is an isomorphism, then z e <%. If it were shown that Tj* is an isomorphism for all closed y e. <bX, then tj | <bX would be an open immersion.
We shall show that tj* is an isomorphism in the following two cases. 1. A" is irreducible and 0v is noetherian.
2. X is an irreducible G-scheme, where G is a group scheme of finite type over k, and <¡> is a G-invariant morphism such that if W = <p_1(y), then [k(W)°: Cv/^#v] < oo, where rc(lf) denotes the full ring of fractions of H°(0yV).
The key point in case 1 (as it is, in a more subtle form, in case 2) consists in showing that dim 0y > dim 0Z. For if d is the dimension of the generic fiber of <p and x is a closed point of <b~1(y), then [4, IV.5.6.5] dim 0y + d > dim 0x = dim (9, + d, the last equality holding because 0X is an excellent ring [4] , Since tj is injective, Jt' z0 is Jty-primary. Since tj<í> is of finite type, 0 /Jt is a finite extension of 0Z/J(z. If ¿^ and 0v denote the respective completions (for the Krull topologies), it follows that 0 is a finite 0z-module. Since dim 0 > dim 0, and 0, is normal [4] , the canonical homomorphism 0Z -» <y is injective. The rest of the argument is standard. If a, b e 0., and a/è e 0y, then since ^ is integral over 0Z, we know that, for some n,
Thus a/6 is integral over 0Z, whence 0Z = 0y. The approach to case 2 is as follows. Making a base extension, we may assume Y = Specif). Let </= Jt' y0x be the sheaf of ideals defining the closed fiber W, and let X be the </-adic completion of X. Let /" =/" n ^ and let B be the completion of 0 for the filtration (7"). The core of the argument is Lemma. Let R,m be a local ring, T a group of automorphisms of R, and let B, n be a quasilocal subring of Rr, complete with respect to the topology induced by the Krull topology of R, and with n = m n B. If [(7</m)r : B/n\ < oo and jnR = m, then B is local.
Proof. Let J = nR, K = R/m, k = B/n, 7" = /" n B. Then 7" -» (0) and B is its own (7")-adic completion, since the /-adic and the m-adic topologies of R coincide. Let S = gxf(R) and let S* be the graded subring ®I"/In+1 of S. Since B is complete, it suffices to show that S* is noetherian.
Let P be the maximal ideal of the artinian local ring S0 = R/J, and let T"j = PJSJP^Sm = gxP(Sm), T = 0 Tmj = gxP(S).
m,j Let T*j = S: n P'SJS* n pJ+1Sm, T* = 0 T*j.
Finally, let T0 = © T0J = gxP(S0). Since P is nilpotent, it is sufficient to show that T * is noetherian. Since the image Jm generates Sm, it follows that S* ® S0 -* Sm is surjective, and so S* ® S0 -> S is surjective. It follows that the map X: T* ®k T0 -> T is surjective. Observe also that X is T-equivariant. Identifying K as T^,, we see that-via X -T is a finite (T* <2>k Af)-module. Hence U = image of X is a T-stable bigraded noetherian subring of T. Replacing T with U and noting that T* is still a subring, License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use finite generation of certain subrings 203 we may assume that T* ®k K ^> T is surjective, i.e., T is spanned over K by T*.
Choosing a TC-basis (aa) of T with aa g T* we see that if v = Y.aaaa g Tr, then all aa G Kr and conversely, i.e., Tr ®kcK -* T is an isomorphism. By faithfully flat descent, Tv is noetherian. Since (ua) is also a 7Í r-basis of TG, T* ®k KT -» Tc is surjective. Since [KT:k]< oo, T* ®k Kr is a finite T*-module, whence Tc is a finite T*-module and T* is noetherian [1] .
The lemma can be thought of as generalizing the result that if T is a finite group of automorphisms of the complete local ring R, m and (7\/m)r is a finite extension of RT/mr, then Rr is local.
Returning to case 2, there is a canonical map y: X -> Spec Tí, and one has a commutative diagram On the other hand, 0, is excellent, so dim0z + ¿=dimcYaU).
Therefore, dim B > dim 0Z. Applying the argument in case 1 to the homomorphism 0Z -» B, we see that 0Z = 0y. Proof. An open immersion is a morphism of finite type.
3. Applications. For simplicity, we take A: to be a field. *1. Finite generation of rings of invariants of reductive groups can be deduced easily from §2 above. Let 7? be a finitely generated rc-algebra and let G be a reductive group operating on 7?. Then [6] Spec R -> Spec7\c is surjective and for all G-stable ideals 7 in R, (R/I)G is a finite 7?c/7c-module. As in [6] , one reduces by a divissage to the case where 7? is a domain. Then for all principal ideals aRG, we know that (R/aR)G is a finite 7?c/(^7*)G-module. since R is a domain, (aR)G = aRG. By noetherian induction, we may assume that for all a ^ 0 in RG, (R/aR)G is noetherian. Then RG/aRG is noetherian for all such a. Evidently then, RG is noetherian and case 1 applies. *2. Let p: G -* GL(E) be a rational representation of the algebraic group G. Let R = S°(E*) be the algebra of polynomial functions on E. Let Y = Spec7?G and let <¡>: E -> Y be the invariant map. Let E0 = <b~l(<b(0)) be the cone of "nonsemistable" points in E. Let A = 0Ymo) De tne quasilocal ring of the vertex of Y. The following shows that it suffices to prove A is noetherian.
Lemma. Let S be a graded ring such that m = T.">0Sn is a maximal ideal, i.e. S = (0) for q < 0 and S0 is afield. IfSm is noetherian, so is S. Applying case 2, we see that if [k(E0)G: k] < oo, then RG is noetherian, hence finitely generated. In particular, if G has no rational characters, the result mentioned in the introduction follows.
